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Abstract:
Introduction: Imaging methods are progressing in a rapidly manner, but the problem which
we, as the health providers always encounter with is the expensive costs of different devices
and our limited budget to provide them.
Aims: The aim of this study is to evaluate the usefulness of Histogram Equalization (HE) and
Unsharp Mask (UM) on the conventional CXR images.
Methods and Material: In Urmia University of Medical Sciences, we designed a windows-based
computer program that contains histogram equalization (HE), unsharp mask (UM) and combination of HE and UM algorithms with adjusted parameters to process conventional chest xray (CXR) images. Two series of CXR images including 49 images without major pulmonary
disorder and 45 images with pulmonary parenchymal disorders were selected. After converting them to digital format, images were processed with HE, UM and combination of HE and
UM techniques. In each series, original and processed images were saved in 4 databases.
Two board-certified general radiologists (with 6 and 5 years experience) analyzed images.
Saved images were displayed to radiologists randomly and separately. Quality of each image
was saved as a scale from 1 (very low quality) to 5 (excellent). We used a variance-based
statistical technique to analyze quality.
Statistical analysis used: To compare the quality of each algorithm (GHE, UM and combination of GHE and UM), a variance-based statistical analysis was done.
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Results: In the first series images, HE and combination of HE and UM algorithms increased
quality of images, but UM technique was not suitable, solely. Also, all three techniques increased quality of second series images.
Conclusions: The use of digital image processing algorithms such as HE or UM on conventional CXR images can increase quality of images.

Keywords: Image Processing, enhancement, Chest, Conventional, Radiography
Key Messages: The use of digital image processing algorithms such as HE or UM
on conventional CXR images can increase quality of radiography images.
Introduction:

cer. The most important factors to evalu-

Imaging methods are progressing in a

ate the severity of damage are total ra-

rapidly manner, but the problem which

diation dose, duration of exposure and

we, as the health providers always en-

exposure region.(5)

counter with, is the expensive costs of

It is not easy for a health provider in a

different devices and our limited budget

developing country to state “take a new

to provide them. Although recently, there

one”, when saw a device not to work in

are many new and useful methods for

order. These issues make researchers to

imaging, such as Magnetic Resonance

think about methods of image level en-

Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomo-

hancing. Image enhancement is one of

graphy (PET scan) and etc, conventional

the most important issues in low-level

radiographies are keeping their role in

image

our diagnostic approach to the patients.

used techniques for contrast enhance-

Most of the time Radiography is the first

ment fall into two categories: (1) indirect

step in imaging patients. This could be

methods and (2) direct methods. Indirect

cost-saving,

approaches mainly modify histogram by

if

we

achieve

diagnosis

The

commonly

2)

assigning new values to the original in-

Lots of radiographies are taken in radiol-

tensity levels. Histogram equalization is a

ogy wards everyday that do not have

popular indirect contrast enhancement

through conventional radiography.

suitable quality to interpret.

(3)

(1,

processing.(6-10)

This leads

method. However, histogram modifica-

to incorrect diagnosis, unnecessary re-

tion technique only stretches the global

imaging, over exposure of personnel and

distribution of the intensity.(6)

patients and amortization of devices.

In this study, we use global histogram

These problems are more distinct in In-

equalization (GHE) and unsharp mask

tensive Care Unit (ICU) and Cardiac Care

(UM) filters in processing conventional

Unit (CCU), because of supine position

chest radiographies (CXR) to improve

and difficult positioning feature of pa-

image quality and therefore, to decrease

tients and association with complications

re-imaging, over-exposure and amortiza-

(4)

tion of devices. In theory, histogram

There is no need to explain what can be

equalization makes optimal use of an

occurred if we treat a patient with an in-

available grey scale to display an im-

correct diagnosis.

age.(11) Global histogram equalization is a

X-ray is harmful for human and may lead

method to enhance the contrast of the

to gene mutations and developing can-

whole image.(12)

such as pleural effusion or ascites.
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Subjects and Methods:

gists, we used a Pentium IV, 2.4GHz,

The study was performed in 2008 after

Intel pc.

being approved by the Scientific and

Two board-certified general radiologists

Ethical Review Board of Urmia University

(A.M.

of Medical Sciences, Iran. We processed

study. They had the following level of

two series of radiographies with GHE, UM

experience: reader 1, 6 years; reader 2:

and combination of GHE and UM filters; a

5 years. Images of each database were

set of 49 radiographies of patients in ICU

displayed to each radiologist by 10-days

without major pulmonary disorder (first

intervals. Time of analysis was infinite.

series) and a set of 45 radiographies of

Quality of images interpreted by each

outpatients with major pulmonary disor-

reader was saved in the database on a

ders (second series). Original and proc-

scale from 1 as very low quality to 5 as

essed images were displayed to board-

excellent quality. None of the readers

certified radiologists (A.M., A.G.) sepa-

were aware about the interpretations of

rately and quality of each image was

the other one, or also about which image

saved in a database.

is processed or un-processed (original).

Conventional radiographies were taken

To compare the quality of each algorithm

by a Philips device (Model D66 Made in

(GHE, UM and combination of GHE and

Holland and USA, 1000 mA and 125 Kv)

UM), a variance-based statistical analysis

and printed on Orthochromatic AGFA

was done.

and

A.G.)

participated

in

this

films with a sensitivity of 400. To digitize
conventional radiographies, we used a

Results:

digital camera (Powershot a610 cannon).

In the first series of radiographies, GHE

Images

resolution

and combination of GHE and UM algo-

640*480 pixels in superfine Joint Photo-

rithms had significant effect on quality

graphic Experts Group (JPEG) format

improvement; but, there was no signifi-

without flashing.

cant difference among them in improv-

We designed a windows-based computer

ing. UM filter had no significant effect,

program with Delphi programming lan-

solely. In second series of images, all

guage. This software created four blank

three algorithms were suitable and en-

access databases for each series of radi-

hanced quality of images (Table 1).

ographies that contain fields to save im-

In first series of radiographies, all of

ages, quality and code of images. Then

three utilized methods (HE, UM, HE+UM)

each of original images were processed

leads to increase in time needed to inter-

with GHE, UM and combination of GHE

pret image. But in second series, HE and

and UM techniques and saved with JPEG

combination of HE and UM lead to in-

format in databases, randomly. As sug-

crease in required time. UM method did

gested before in the article of Pizer et al

not make any increase in time needed to

we need a single display to be used for

interpret images in the second series of

both processed and unprocessed im-

images (Table 2).

(13)

ages.

were

taken

with

To display images to radiolo-
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Table1: Quality of Radiographies as interpreted by 2 different readers

1st
Series
2nd
Series

Original

HE

UM

HE+UM

P-value

Dr A.M

2.22±0.51

2.65±0.6

2.27±0.64

2.63±0.64

<0.0001

Dr A.G
Dr A.M

1.61±0.86
2.67±0.64

3.35±0.88
3.82±0.53

1.94±0.88
2.73±0.65

3.84±0.83
3.6±0.84

0.0131
<0.0001

Dr A.G

2.71±0.69

3.44±0.92

2.89±0.83

3.58±1.03

<0.0001

HE: Histogram Equalization; UM: Unsharp Mask

Table2: Time required for interpretation of Radiographies (presented as seconds)

Original
1st
Series
2nd
Series

HE

UM

HE+UM

P-value

Dr A.M

3.59±1.06

4.43±1.44

5.35±1.07

5.24±1.22

<0.0001

Dr A.G
Dr A.M

20.51±6.05
8.13±1.56

25.47±7.88
3.87±1.75

29.29±9.71
7.64±2.25

29.24±7.11
4.16±0.88

<0.0001
<0.0001

Dr A.G

20.71±4.14

15.07±2.87

19.56±4.02

15.11±3.11

<0.0001

HE: Histogram Equalization; UM: Unsharp Mask

In the first series, these techniques make

In the second series of radiographies

loculated pleural effusions more visible.

with major pulmonary pathologies (re-

This was possible by more visibility of the

sults were compared with Computed To-

margins of loculated pleural effusions in

mography Scan), all 2 techniques in-

portable radiographies (with low quality),

crease significantly the resolution of im-

lead to determination of liquid collection

ages (Figure 1). These techniques make

in pulmonary fissures. In these series of

interstitial nodules such as milliary TB

radiographies, it was not possible easily

pattern more visible by visualizing dis-

to evaluate post-cardiac area, but using

tances

these techniques, makes diaphragmatic

neighboring nodules and other structures.

and cardiac surface of lung more visible

In radiographies with a basilar reticular

and therefore let us to precisely evaluate

pattern or linear consolidations in sub-

alveolar consolidations in the left-lower

pleural region such as Kerely B lines,

lobe (LLL) or collapsed lobes. This facili-

theses findings were easier to diagnosis

tates detecting pulmonary lesions among

using image enhancement techniques.

ICU admitted patients, which is our di-

Comparing radiographies with CT- Scans

lemma in patients with low levels of con-

or HRCTs demonstrated that these find-

sciousness

respiratory

ings are not due to increased displayed

symptoms). Detecting location of CVP

image noise or artifacts, but related to

catheters, tracheal or chest tubes were

real lesions in lungs.

easier using both of these techniques,

In patients with cavities of primary lung

which were not possible in some samples

cancer, exactly evaluation of Air-Fluid

because of inappropriate condition of ra-

levels and inner surface of lung cavity

diography.

were possible by sharpening cavity mar-

(without

any

and

boundaries

between
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gins after applying image enhancement

images. There was also a significant de-

techniques.

crease in time needed to interpret in sec-

In the second series of radiographies, no

ond series of radiographies, due to more

significant

possibility in evaluating lung lesions (Fig-

difference

was

shown

in

evaluating alveolar lesions such as lobar

ure 1).

pneumonia among original and processed

Picture 1, Applying HE and UM and HE+UM image processing methods in some samples of Chest X-ray. Two
Images (A & B) with extensive pulmonary parenchymal disorders were evaluated with either of three image
processing options (HE, UM, and HE+UM), then assessed and interpreted by two board-certified general radiologists.

Discussion:

Pizer et al in their study declared that

Histogram equalization is a widely used

contrast enhancement such as histogram

image contrast enhancement method.(12)

equalization, is often useful for optimal

Another algorithm we used in this study

use for each image of the display inten-

is Unsharp Masking, which allows signifi-

sity range.(13)

cant data compression while improving

Though little evidences has been pub-

the diagnostic quality of the image.

lished before about the clinical usefulness

Prokop believed that the most simple and

of images processing and there remains

still widely applied spatial filtering algo-

considerable

question

as

to

whether

(14)

processing increases lesion detectability

but we didn’t yield favourable results in

to any significant extent, level enhancing

our study by using Unsharp Mask.

has demonstrated undeniable results.(13)

Mentioned algorithms were used before

Although

in some studies to enhance different im-

doubts about the effectiveness of Un-

aging methods such as MRI, mammogra-

sharp Mask technique, but the findings

phy, scintigraphy, Radiation therapy, and

generally advocated the application of

etc. In all mentioned studies histogram

level enhancement techniques.

equalization demonstrated favorable re-

Some studies demonstrated increase in

rithms are based on unsharp masking,

(6, 14-19)

sults.

our

study

proposed

some

the visibility of anatomic structures, de-
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spite increased displayed image noise
(11, 16, 20

and artifacts.

order to provide digital images, however

) Freedman in an-

the study of Szot et al showed no signifi-

other study claimed that processing al-

cant difference in overall performance

lows noise to be blurred so that it is less

between reading from original x-ray films

(21)

visible.

Comparing radiographies with

and digital images.(23)

CT- Scans or HRCTs in our study demon-

As mentioned in the results, time to in-

strated that the enhanced radiography

terpret after processing original images

findings such as basilar reticular patterns

were increased to some extent. This in-

or linear consolidations are not due to

creasing needed time to interpret was

increased displayed image noise or arti-

justified as following; This technique im-

facts, but related to real lesions in lungs.

proves the resolution successfully at the

Nowadays there is an obvious trend to

expense of increased reporting time, be-

what called “Tele Radiology”. Tele Radi-

cause more visualized anatomical struc-

ology is the approach to interpret radiog-

tures and differentiating them from the

raphies

pathological structures needs more time

by

radiologist

from

distance,

usually from home. By this system we

to assess and interpret.

could obtain second opinions from specialists. This could be very valuable espe-
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